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I am a senior Sun Moon Partner Yoga and Rainbow Kids Yoga trainer and a devoted yoga 
teacher. I facilitate community focused yoga classes and dance workshops at a wide 
range of events and festivals both in London and internationally, specializing in Children, 
Family, Community, Partner, Women’s Yoga and Ecstatic Dance.
I began my journey of expression through movement when I was a child, and started sharing it with young children and teenagers 
when I was still studying Psychology and Transpersonal Psychotherapy in the University. This is also when I started working with 
both children and adults with additional needs.

For the past half a decade, I have been experimenting, evolving and using all of the tools I learnt with Rainbow Yoga and Acro 
Yoga to teach children of all ages, from baby yoga to the youth, helping them connect to themselves, their friends and their par-
ents. My biggest passion is Family Yoga as it makes my heart sing when I see parents and children spending quality time togeth-
er, remembering how it is to be a child and celebrating life together through yoga play. 

I see Partner Yoga as such a valuable tool to re-experience an authentic connection to oneself and others. We safely and 
light-heartedly learn to touch, give and receive. I incorporate Partner Yoga & Interactive Meditations in Pregnancy Yoga, Yoga for 
Couples & Expectant Couples, Yoga for Autism & Mental Health, Yoga for Singles, Team-building Yoga & more! 

I believe that everything is evolving, including yoga. And that yoga which creates a sense of community or makes families bond 
stronger is very much needed for an average modern human being.

The intention behind my work is to create a sense of belonging and union through playful, physical movement and self-expression. 
I incorporate my extensive knowledge of bodywork, psychology and transpersonal counseling to create fun, spontaneous and 
heart-warming experiences to support individuals to open up to the wonder of life.

I tend to teach in a warm-hearted and playful way as I love inspiring people to stay soft, not too hard on themselves, others and 
circumstances. I love inspiring people not to take themselves too seriously too! Just to lighten up, be kind and compassionate 
towards themselves, and I am starting with myself. Simple!
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